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STEFAN  CZERNECKI



       amboo strips, sheets of rice paper, paste, and
paint were all it took for Old Chen to make the
most beautiful lanterns in all of China. But Old
Chen was getting tired, and lately there was a
stiffness in his hands when he worked. He
wondered if the time had come to close the shop.
There was no one to replace him, for neither of his
apprentices seemed to be blessed with his skill.



      One evening a small boy passed by the lantern shop. He
stopped to watch as Old Chen carefully arranged the glowing
lanterns in the window. It was like seeing a magician light up
the night sky with dancing stars. “What a marvelous place,”
the boy thought. He was filled with curiosity and awe.





      When Old Chen looked up, he saw a
small, smiling boy standing before him.
Old Chen noticed how the boy’s eyes
lit up as he looked around at all the
lanterns. “What is your name, little one?”
Old Chen asked.
      The boy answered shyly, looking
down at the floor. “Little Mouse.”
      “Ah! Little Mouse. Is that because
you are so small?” Old Chen smiled.
      Little Mouse looked up at Old Chen
and asked boldly, “Can you teach me to
be a lantern maker just like you?”
      Old Chen laughed and replied,
“Perhaps.”



      From that day on, Little Mouse
stopped often at the lantern shop to watch
Old Chen work his magic. The two
would sit and sip hot tea and eat bowls
of steaming rice. Each time Little Mouse
would ask to become an apprentice, and
each time Old Chen would smile and
say, “No, Little Mouse. You are still too
small, and besides, I already have two
apprentices.” But Little Mouse persisted
until one day Old Chen said, “All right,
Little Mouse, I will give you work. You
can sweep the shop for me.”





      Little Mouse would arrive early in
the morning to sweep the floors while the
other apprentices performed their duties.
He swept around the boy who cut the
paper. The apprentice always boasted,
“I am the only one who knows how to
cut the paper, Little Mouse. You must
keep my area clean.” All the while he
swept, Little Mouse carefully watched
everything the paper apprentice did.







      He swept around the boy who shaped
the bamboo. The boy always boasted,
“I am the only one who knows how to
shape bamboo, Little Mouse. You must
keep my area very clean.” Little Mouse
nodded and smiled. All the while he
swept, he carefully watched everything
the bamboo apprentice did.



      Little Mouse always swept slowly
around Old Chen, watching as the paper
and bamboo turned into intricate lanterns
in the old man’s skilled hands. Little
Mouse could not believe that anyone
could create such delicate objects. It
seemed that Old Chen’s hands had
magic in them.







      Every night Little Mouse would take
home used strips of bamboo and old pieces
of rice paper to practice what he had seen
at the shop. For many weeks he struggled
to bend the bamboo into the right shape,
just as the bamboo apprentice did. He
tried to cut the paper just like the paper
apprentice, but he always cut it too small
or too big.
      Little Mouse had often heard Old
Chen counseling his apprentices, saying,
“Work slowly and carefully, and you will
learn.” So Little Mouse crafted lantern
after lantern until one night, after pasting
perfectly cut paper over a flawless bamboo
frame, he took a deep breath and dipped
his brush into the paint jar. He labored
over the brush strokes until at long last
the lantern was complete. He could hardly
wait to show it to Old Chen.



      The next day, Little Mouse waited until the
two apprentices had left before placing the lantern
timidly—but proudly—on Old Chen’s work table.
Old Chen stopped his work and looked sharply
at the young boy.



      Suddenly, Old Chen broke out
laughing, for he knew that at last
someone could carry on his work.
Little Mouse had the magic
in his hands.



      The old man was excited now, and he
almost forgot about how stiff his hands
were. In the weeks that followed, Old
Chen told Little Mouse many stories
about lanterns and lantern makers. Every
evening when the two apprentices left,
Old Chen closed the shop and cleared a
small space on the table. He sat Little
Mouse on a stool beside him and taught
him all the secrets he knew about making
paper lanterns. Little Mouse listened
quietly, watched carefully, and practiced
persistently. He quickly learned far more
than the two apprentices.





      Months passed, and soon the lantern
maker and his apprentices were busy
preparing for the annual lantern festival.
Once all the usual lanterns had been
made, Old Chen began planning his
masterpiece: a fearsome, majestic dragon.
      Shortly before the festival, it began to
snow. The snow fell all night, and by
morning the streets were cold and covered
with a white blanket. When Little Mouse
arrived at the shop, he found Old Chen
sitting at his table shivering from the
cold. His old hands were just too stiff to
make another lantern. Old Chen looked
at Little Mouse with tired eyes and
gently touched the boy’s shoulder. “Are
you big enough now, Little Mouse? My
hands have lost their magic.”
      “Don’t worry,” the boy replied. “You
have taught me well.”







      That morning when the two apprentices
arrived, they found only Little Mouse
sitting at Old Chen’s work table.
      “Old Chen is not well today,” Little
Mouse said, “but there is much work to
be done.”
      “But who will make the dragon
lantern?” the apprentices asked.
      “I only know how to cut paper,” the
paper apprentice sniffled.
      “I only know how to shape bamboo,”
the bamboo apprentice complained.





      “Well, then I suppose I will have to
make the lantern,” Little Mouse said
firmly, and he set to work. He gave paper
to the paper apprentice and told him to cut
a dragon shape. He showed the bamboo
apprentice what shapes to form, and he
watched both boys carefully, making sure
they made no mistakes. The apprentices
were surprised by how much Little Mouse
acted and sounded like Old Chen.
      Little Mouse’s small hands fluttered
like butterflies as he repeated what he had
seen Old Chen do so often. When the
dragon was assembled, the two apprentices
could not believe their eyes. It was every
bit as beautiful as Old Chen’s work.



      On the day of the lantern festival, dazzling lanterns in the
shapes of rabbits, tigers, fish, horses, and peacocks were carried
down the street. The drums and gongs grew louder and firecrackers
exploded as a fantastic dragon lantern appeared. Word spread
quickly that at last Old Chen had found a master lantern maker
to carry on his work.





      Old Chen and Little Mouse watched
the parade from the window above the
shop. The two friends glowed with
happiness, just like the paper lanterns.




